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Century A/C Supply Opens New Training Center and Lab

(Houston, TX) - Century A/C Supply, a leading HVAC distributor in the state of Texas, hosted a grand opening
celebration on November 14th to debut their new Houston Training Center and Lab. The newly designed training center
will be utilized to host public and privately scheduled training events and classes for HVAC contractors and multi-family
technicians. The building features a classroom space that can accommodate up to 60 students and a working lab
equipped with 12 individual Ruud units to provide a hands-on learning experience.
“Our goal is to offer the best training experience possible for HVAC contractors and technicians, and this new training
facility allows us to do that,” says Ken Schreiber, General Manager of the Houston region. “We are most excited about
the experience the technician will gain by learning in the hands-on lab. The Ruud HVAC systems installed are fully
operational and will allow the attendee to learn on live equipment, simulating exactly what they would face in the field.”
The grand opening event occurred on-site with customers, representatives from Ruud, and Century management in
attendance. Attendees enjoyed light bites and drinks while they toured the facility. Classes are open to the public and a
current training schedule can be found at www.centuryac.com/training. The training lab is located at 10460 W. Sam
Houston Parkway South, Houston, TX 77099.

About Century A/C Supply
Century A/C Supply is a leading wholesale distributor of heating, ventilation and air conditioning equipment and parts
with 26 locations throughout the state of Texas. Based in Houston, Century has been recognized by the Houston
Chronicle as a Top 100 Private company and a Top Workplace in Houston. Learn more about Century A/C Supply at
www.CenturyAC.com.
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